
King Midas and the Golden 
Touch

Spelling Words: Prefixes un-, re-, pre-, and dis-
disagreed dislike disappear
prepaid preschool precook
previous rebuild return
resell reprint unwrap
unlucky untied unbeaten
robot tiny label
unknown recover

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Wealth is a great amount of money or valuable things.
2. Alarmed means afraid or frightened.
3. Anguish is a great suffering of the mind or agony.
4. Something that is necessary needs to be done or is required.
5. When you are obsessed, you think about one thing all the time 

and nothing else.
6. When you possess something, you have or own it.
7. A reward is something given or received in return for 

something done.
8. A treasure can be money, jewels, or other things that are 

valuable.



Nora’s Ark

Spelling Words: Consonant + le Syllables
able purple riddle
handle eagle puzzle
castle little pickle
towel nickel camel
travel tunnel squirrel
preschool rebuild unlucky
motel couple

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Conditions are the state or circumstances something is in.
2. To argue means to express a difference of opinion or to 

disagree.
3. When people are astonished, they are surprised or amazed.
4. When people complain, they make an accusation or a charge.
5. Forbidding means prohibiting or ordering someone or 

something to not do something.
6. A forecast is a statement that tells what will or may happen.
7. Relief is the freeing from discomfort or pain.
8. When people are stranded, they are left in a helpless position.



Out of This World!            
The Ellen Ochoa Story

Spelling Words: Vowel Team Syllables
explained monkey complain
remain brief enjoys
reading preteen poison
detail about repeats
presoak allowing unreal
able castle towel
repaid approached

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Something essential is very important or necessary.
2. A person who communicated with others passed along 

feelings, thoughts, or information to them.
3. A goal is something a person wants and tries to get or 

become.
4. A person who is motivated has a reason for doing something.
5. A professional job requires special education.
6. Research is careful study to find and learn facts.
7. When something is serious, it is important.
8. A specialist knows a great deal about something.



Alligators and Crocodiles

Spelling Words: r-Controlled Vowel Syllables
severe cellar garlic
prepared trailer partner
declare author restore
later person sister
writer circus actor
explained brief enjoys
circular editor

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Wildlife includes wild animals that live naturally in an area.
2. Something that is endangered is in danger of becoming 

extinct.
3. Something that is fascinating attracts people’s interest.
4. Something that is illegal is against the law.
5. To inhabit something means to live in or on something.
6. A requirement is something that is necessary.
7. To be respected means to be shown honor or consideration.
8. When people are unaware of something, they do not know or 

realize something.



Ollie’s Escape

Spelling Words: Suffixes –ful, -less, and -ly
careful cheerful helpful
colorful harmful pitiful
painless priceless helpless
sleepless rainless helplessly
peacefully carefully wisely
later declare partner
Wonderful cloudless

Vocabulary Words: 
1. Something that is humorous is funny and makes people laugh.
2. Entertainment is something that interests or amuses.
3. Something that is ridiculous is very silly or foolish.
4. Something that slithered slid or glided like a snake.
5. My favorite narrative poem tells about Paul Revere’s ride.
6. The words moon and spoon rhyme because they end in the 

same sound.
7. Ben’s poem has a rhythm that sounds like a drumbeat.
8. Each stanza in Maggie’s poem has five lines.


